Australian Capital Territory Bull Terrier Club, Inc.
Championship Show
November 9, 2014 Canberra, ACT
Judge: Carolyn I. Alexander
My sincere thanks to the ACT members for inviting me to judge your show and my thanks to my
excellent steward Nathan and to the friendly, cheerful hospitality crew. Finally, thank you to the
exhibitors who brought so many high quality Bull Terriers and Mini Bull Terriers for my evaluation.
Judging involves an analysis of the standard and breed priorities and comparing them to the dogs
being exhibited. This day was a good exercise in the finer points in both BT and MBT, because
the quality was high and the differences between these worthy exhibits had to be carefully
assessed. BT people give emphasis to hiring breeder-judges and you will I think see in my
judging and critiques, the emphasis I give to the standard as evaluation of breeding stock. Anyone
can point at a flashy, well-shown dog and that dog might well be the best one, but the decision has
to be rooted elsewhere. In dealing with the choices I had this day, I found myself going back over
and over to "how does this dog fit in terms of the standard and in terms of overall breed quality and
how does that equate for breeding stock and the long term welfare of the breed."
Based on the youngsters who are coming up, it seems your breeding programs are continuing to
move in a positive direction. If I may be permitted these suggestions - in BT, emphasis on
substance needs to be a goal for some breeders in future improvement as I did see narrowness
of body and heads in some exhibits. For MBT, reducing height/size should continue to be a
important part of your game plan. Saying that... I need to also observe that you are producing first
rate quality dogs, who generally are showing good type as well as healthy soundness of body and
mind. It was lovely to come to Australia again after so many years and a real pleasure to meet so
many good people and dogs!

BULL TERRIER
DOGS
Baby
24 BALGAY JETHRO (Shirvin Nostra Darmus - Ch Shirvin Venecian Princess) Breeders/Owners:
R & R Eyers A truly gorgeous puppy with good balance, excellent bone and substance. Strong
quarters, good body width for age. Beautiful, powerful head with strong underjaw. Bite appears to
be coming in correctly. Movement is a little sloppy at this stage. What a stunning puppy!
6 – 9 Month
26 BULLPATCHY ROYAL REFLECTION (Bullroy BK Jack - Bullpatchy Rivers Run)
Breeder/Owner: Bullpatchy Kennels Well made all-white male. Strong build overall though he has
some bullyness in his front. Handsome especially in profile but lacks somewhat in fill under the
eyes. Dark, tiny eyes. Good body proportion and strength of quarters. Moves well.
29 HULIA JUMPING JACK FLASH (Hulia Red Baron - Hulia Minnie The Moocher)
Breeder/Owner V Frith Dark brindle male. Dramatic in profile. Strong head though he could have
more fill in the muzzle. Well made, but not quite as well proportioned as the first place dog. Good
angulation front and rear. He stands well over himself when can be convinced to stack for a
moment. He seems to deserve his name. Perhaps one day, he will be as successful as his
namesake.
28 HELLOFABULL DEVILS GENERAL (Bullroy BK Jack - Hellofabull Dark Angel)
Breeders/Owners: B & R Campbell Handsome brindle and white male. Good depth of muzzle.

Well rounded head especially in profile. Strong front quarters. A little lacking in proportion at this
stage, but with maturity he will likely improve. Moves well.
Minor
31 BULROARUS BAD BOY BORIS (Bullpatchy River Man - Bulroarus Barbie Doll)
Breeder/Owner: T Wiseman Black brindle and white powerhouse, who is who is all male. Much
strength of head. Correct bite. Dark, well set eyes, excellent ear set. Very good body proportion
with considerable substance. Big bone. Feet a little untidy. Correct angulation front and rear.
Good topline and correct tail set. Solid quality and type took him to the dog challenge placement.
32 YANDOMIR KAUZIN KAOS (Bullpatchy River Man - Yandomir Daisy Duke) Breeder/Owner: T
Yeoh A young white male, who has dark brindle eye and ear markings. Despite a small flattish
spot and a little lack of fill in muzzle, he has a strong head with especially good depth of muzzle.
Slightly under. Well made. Good bone and substance. Overall solid strength of quarters. He has
a good topline and holds it on the move.
30 BULLROY THE ONE (Bullroy BK Jack - Ch Bullroy High Maintenance) Breeders/Owners: S &
S Humphrey White male who has a handsome, strong head, especially in profile. Well set and
sized eyes and ears. Has a small amount of coat ticking. He tends to stack and move with a gay
tail. His demeanour is somewhat puppyish. His movement/gaiting was playful and difficult to
assess. Lacks the balance of the 1st and 2nd place youngsters, but that may well come as he
grows up.
Junior
35 BULROARUS WOMANISER (Glenbull Muchacho - Bulroarus Pin Up Girl) Breeder/Owner: T
Wiseman White male with small brindle eye mark. He won on overall outstanding proportion,
body make and shape, impression of strength and quality with a very good head. Head has a flat
spot, but has a strong roman finish to the muzzle. Good length and strength of muzzle. Expressive
dark eyes, correct bite, good earset. Stands well over himself - a handsome package.
37 WAKATANG HELLS ANGEL (Wakatang Sweet Revenge - Hulia Little Turtle) Breeders: H & B
Marshall Owner: D Patterson Strong white male with handsome head piece. Nice length and
good fill of muzzle, tiny dark eyes, correct bite. Good arch of neck leading to a nice short back.
Good tail set. Slightly longer in leg and lacking a just a bit in proportion to the first place dog.
33 CH BULLACKTIV SNOW WARRIOR (Bulrrush Gilbert of Putney - Bekmar Cher)
Breeder/Owner: P Zullo White male who offers a strong head profile with good underjaw, but falls
away somewhat under eye. Small dark eyes. Good earset that is the tiniest bit wide. Nice arch of
neck. Solid topline and good tailset. Feet are slightly flat and wide. Very well handled/shown. He
is well made but is slightly high on leg and not quite as well proportioned as the dogs in 2nd and
1st place.
Intermediate
38 ALUNDAY ANNIHILATOR (Jacamar Dream Time - Alunday Fortune Cookie) Breeders: L & T
Hoare Owners: L & T Hoare & M Steward Nicely marked brindle and white male. Truly
handsome head with correct bite and riveting expression with small ears right on top of his head.
.Powerful physique. Excellent bone. Strong forechest and overall good strength and construction
in front quarters. Rear is not as well angulated. Rise over the loin is a bit high, though it may be
more of a tilt in the pelvis that gives the topline a somewhat irregular look. Moved with purpose,
but rear movement was somewhat restricted.
Australian Bred
40 BULLIMARVIC SIR MAJOR MORRIS (Xplodabull Head Honcho - Bulloneoas Gypsys Joker)
Breeders/Owners: V & M Ogden Big black brindle and white male. Beautiful, powerful, strong
head. Dark, intelligent eyes. Correct bite. Excellent bone. Very good angulation especially in

front quarters. Shows good topline and tail set when stacked (he sets himself). Rear quarters had
adequate angulation, but muscle tone was not the best. He seems to need exercise. I watched
him move carefully, because he gives an initial impression of running downhill, but it becomes
apparent that is it is either a lack of training or excitement (or both) that seems to account for that
look. When he settled down a little, he moved very well. Something about him strikes me as a
diamond in the rough. His handler seemed often to struggle to show him, so the dog pretty much
just showed himself with simplicity and without drama. Despite the somewhat oversized package,
I found this dog to be immensely attractive and virtuous.
42 CH BULRRUSH GILBERT OF PUTNEY (Ch Bulroarus Mischief Maker - Ch Bulrrush Black I
Pea) Breeder/Owner: P Prott A somewhat more compact, well made, nicely balanced white male
with brindle ear markings. Very good strength of head both in profile and frontal view. Good pack
and fill. Good proportion. Topline was generally level. While he tends to come up in the rear on
the move, his overall movement was jaunty and acceptable.
43 HELLOFABULL NIGHT FURY (Ch Hulia Watutsi - Bullroy Cher Ching) Breeders / Owners: B
& R Campbell Handsome black brindle male with much strength of body, neck and head.
Correct bite. Dark eyes. Expression is good, but loses a bit of excitement perhaps because
slightly less pack and fill that I found in the 1st and 2nd place dogs. Good forechest and topline
especially when stacked. Tends to move in a two piece fashion, creating a break in topline and
lessening drive. Still, a most attractive, worthwhile male!
Open
45 BULLPATCHY RIVER MAN (Delphinus Big Daddy Cool - Bullpatchy Kenzy) Breeder/Owner:
Bullpatchy Kennels All white, quality male. Compactly built, he shows good strength in head and
body in profile. From the front, he shows dark eyes and adequate ear set. Narrows a bit at the
muzzle. Excellent bone and substance. He is a heavy weight for size. Very good angulation ,
particularly strong front. Slightly long in body, he nonetheless has a strong neck, good topline and
tail set.
Dog Challenge……….31

Reserve Dog Challenge……40

BITCHES
Baby Puppy
What fun this class was. The only thing David told me about his judging the day before was
"don't try to move the baby puppy bitch class" and then he smiled. So 7 darling baby girl bullies
came into my ring and hurrah - 6 of the 7 did move. Obviously, their owners had been working
with them and made terrific progress in that one day. What a promising group! Next years' judge
will have some very good decisions to ponder.
53 SHIRVIN PICTURE PERFECT (Shirvin Izzys Dream - Shirvin Eastern Belle) Breeders: V & S
Healand Owner: A Sutcliffe Brindle and white bitch who has a lovely head - mischievous dark
eyes, unbroken curves to profile and skull shape. Bite appears to be coming in correctly.
Beautiful neck and forechest, and front assembly. Moves well. Feminine. Already seems to
have "presence". A puppy princess, she is poised and statuesque. How I would love to have this
girl!
52 HEPEAICOKA PINK MISCHIEF (Ch Wakatang Nowhere Man - Wakatang River of Dreams)
Breeder / Owner: H Boyce A brindle and white with lots of head fill, lovely dark eyes, and nicely
set ears. Excellent bone. Strong forechest already with solid topline. The detractors are that she
seems at this stage to be very slightly bully in front, a tad long in back and she tends to show a
gay tail most of the time, but she is a powerhouse of a package and truly promising.

50 BULLPATCHY BRING N BOOTIE BACK (Bulroarus Womaniser - Bullpatchy Riviera)
Breeders / Owners: Bullpatchy Kennels A really pretty white girl with black brindle ear markings.
Bite appears to be coming in correctly. Good fill with slight tapering under the eye. Feminine.
Well made with good proportion to body and head. Despite being slightly down in pastern, she
has a strong front assembly. Held her topline on the move.
Minor
56 HULIA FAR AWAY EYES (Hulia Red Baron - Hulia Minnie The Moocher) Breeder/Owner: V
Frith Tri colored youngster who is well made and especially attractive in profile. Dark eyes.
Somewhat narrow in muzzle. Shows strength in body especially in front quarters. Good
angulation front and rear. Moves well coming and going.
55 HELLOFABULL WHOS THAT GIRL (Bullroy BK Jack - Hellofabull Dark Angel)
Breeders/Owners: B & R Campbell A well marked brindle and white. Nicely rounded head with
dark eyes, good width to skull and only slight narrowing at the muzzle. Under. One tight canine.
She has moments when she poses that she is stunning. Lovely arch of neck. Front quarters are a
little upright. Rear assembly is stronger. Tends to show a gay tail. Moves well.
54 APARAGON BLACK SAPPHIRE (Ch Alunday Hoodlum - Ch Aparagon Invincible Spirit)
Breeders/Owners: S Hodgson & A Matthews A handsome, heavy-weight black brindle youngster
who did not seem happy in the ring today. Beautiful in profile. Good length in head and lovely fill
in muzzle. One instanding canine. Ears are a little soft and she would not use them. Excellent
bone. Good overall make and shape. Slightly down in pasterns. Front feet a little untidy. Good
strength of forechest and body overall. In my notes, I made the comment that I wondered if she
did not feel well as I thought she had considerable potential, but seemed down and rather
distracted. I would love to see her another time.
Puppy
57 BRASSHEAD RIVER QUEEN (Bullpatchy River Man - Ch Sirram Queen of the North)
Breeders/Owners: Brasshead Kennels A very attractive, well made white bitch who has a brindle
eye mark Well set ears. Dark eyes. Under. Canines correct. Nicely made. A well rounded,
curvy, muscular body with good strength in neck and quarters. A happy youngster, she moves
well. She won the class on best type and overall best balance.
59 ROHMAHN DREAMN LA (Jacamar Dream Time - Huddo LA Woman) Breeder / Owner: S
Thompson Very attractive white girl with large brindle eye patch. Well placed, perky ears. Dark,
small eyes. Strong underjaw. Short back. Somewhat narrow in body Adequate bone. Overall
well made and balanced. Moves well.
58 BULLROY SHES A CRACKER (Bullroy BK Jack - Ch Bullroy High Maintenance)
Breeders/Owners: S & S Humphrey An eye-catching, cobby white girl with a little coat ticking.
Lots of head drama especially in profile. Pretty expression that just lacks a bit in width and fill.
Well set ears. Dark, tiny eyes. One tight canine. Very good bone and substance. Short, level
back. Front is untidy...some weakness in pasterns, which I suspect might be a growth stage and
dietary issue that will resolve to her benefit.
Junior
This was a class of outstanding bitches. I went back and forth with my decision, but
fundamentally came back to the basis for dog shows as an evaluation of breeding stock. I really
loved this class, and my winner in the end, stood out for me as not only beautiful, typy, and to
standard, but from my point of view....she would be the number one choice as a foundation bitch...
as breeding stock and that sent her not only to this class win, but ultimately to Best of Breed and
Reserve Best in Show.

61 CH BULLACKTIV EMPIRE OF THE SUN (Ch Bulrrush Gilbert of Putney - Bekmar Cher)
Breeder: P Zullo Owner: P Prott Very attractive, completely sound white bitch with red ear
marking. Lovely expression with dark, piercing eyes. To be very critical, she could use a bit more
fill in muzzle, but she has good length of head. and gentle curves to head and body. Correct bite
with one tight canine. Good bone. Well made with balanced angulation. Not surprisingly, she
moves beautifully. Stands well over herself. with pleasing overall outline of body and head. Not
overly dramatic, but I kept going back to how she seemed to be crafted to standard.
64 ROHMAHN DREAM WOMAN (Jacamar Dream Time - Huddo LA Woman) Breeder: S
Thompson Owners: A Sutcliffe/P Lachmund A really pretty white bitch who has very good bone
and substance for size. Correct bite. Ear placement is ok. She has alert, lovely expression.
Could use a tad more fill in muzzle. Moved well.
62 HELLOFABULL ROYAL BLISS (Delphinus Big Daddy Cool - Hellofabull Dark Angel)
Breeders/Owners: B & R Campbell A balanced, eye-catching heavy-weight white bitch with a
small black brindle marking above the left eye and over the right ear. Possessed of a powerful
head, tiny dark eyes, strong underjaw. Level bite, canines correct. Strong neck and forechest ,
level topline. Feet slightly flat. Very good bone and substance. Moved well, better coming than
going.
Intermediate
69 SHIRVIN JENNIFER JUNIPER (Shirvin Ace High - Shirvin Zulu Princess) Breeders/Owners: V
& S Healand A youthful, pretty, classic, balanced white bitch. Feminine. Tiny dark eyes, correct
bite. Good fill in muzzle. Well set ears. While she is not outgoing and seems hesitant about
showing, I was able to assess her quality and good movement. Well made. Very pretty.
70 WAKATANG RIVER OF DREAMS (UK Ch Emred Daredevil - Wakatang Dream Weaver)
Owner: H Boyce Breeders: H & B Marshall A heavyweight red smut with white bitch. Well
marked. Nicely shaped head. Beautiful expression. Both canines are instanding. Well rounded
curvy body. Muscular. Strong forechest. A tad long in back which shows especially when on the
move. She tends to have rather two-piece movement. When she stacks, she tends to pull her legs
under her, throw off her balance and show high in rear.
68 HULIA LULU (Datoneis The Light Tapper - Hulia Minnie The Moocher) Breeder/Owner: V Frith
Dark brindle and white - attractive, reasonably well-made bitch. A very pretty head with dramatic
profile, well set ears, and fairly good fill. Front movement tends to be inefficient and is
characterized by some paddling. She does not seem well muscled and in the rear, she tends to
rock back and forth on the move. Tidy feet, good topline and tailset.
Australian Bred
71 BULROARUS GINGER BREAD (Ch Bulroarus Mischief Maker - Bulroarus Devil Inside)
Breeder/Owner: T Wiseman A heavy weight red smut with white markings on chest and toes.
Powerful head with unbroken curve. Tiny eyes that are well shaped, but could be darker. Correct
bite and canines. Handsome expression. Extremely good bone and substance. A nicely
proportioned bitch with good width, but she moves narrowly in front, Rear movement was better
showing power and drive.
Open
Another nice class of high quality bitches. As with many classes, the decisions here were not
easily made.
73 HULIA BELLA (Datoneis The Light Tapper - Hulia Minnie The Moocher) Owner: D Patterson
Breeder: V Frith Balanced black brindle with lovely head - nicely turned. Dark eyes and tidy
earset contribute to her appealing expression. Correct bite. Good strength in forechest, neck and
overall body. Perhaps a tad long in loin. Moves with purpose and reasonably good drive in the
rear. Front movement is more restricted.

74 SHIRVIN ICE CRYSTAL (Shirvin Ace High - Shirvin Tru Colours) Breeders/Owners: V & S
Healand Well made white bitch with brindle ear markings. Gently curved head. A few misaligned
incisors, but occlusion and canines correct. Good underjaw. Small, dark eyes. Feminine with
good bone and adequate substance. Well made overall and showed it with good movement both
directions.
75 CH WAKATANG AMERICAN DREAM (Am Ch Rhydamen Frosty (NDL) - Hulia Pocahontas)
Breeders: H & B Marshall Owner: S Johnson A very good quality white bitch who seemed a
little bored with the process. Very pretty expression and very attractive overall. Correct bite. Good
bone. Well made with especially strong front quarters. Nice cats feet. Moved reasonably well.
Her lethargic showing seemed to show indifference to the process, and it was becoming very
warm. I got the feeling she had a better plan for her afternoon.
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BULL TERRIER (MINIATURE)
Let me mention please that in the breed in the US, numbers 1-4 are never used for armbands. I
just want to clarify to help prevent any confusion. I have listed the dogs below based on my
placements in the photos and in my verbal notes. Below when you see #2 first... it is because that
dog placed first in the class. Another rather useful armband idea is using odd numbers for dogs
and even numbers for bitches.
Like my Bull Terrier entry, I was very pleased with the quality of my MBT. Thank you for bringing
these wonderful bullies to me for my evaluation. Please keep up your good work in reducing the
size while maintaining the good physical and mental health, and conformation/beauty of the
Miniature Bull Terrier.
DOGS
Minor
2 CHAYLOTTE CHARMING (Gr Ch Bullacktiv Spotted Owl - Ch Bullyloaded Black Magic)
Breeder: L Growden Owners: D & K Manna Lovely head with attractive expression, well set ears
and good length of muzzle. Correction occlusion. 1instanding, 1 tight canine. Handsome neck
assembly leads to a correct topline, comes up a bit in the rear on the move. Slightly bully in front.
Moves nicely both directions.
1 BALGAY SOMETHING ABOUT HANK (Melarbro Me Brudda - Balgay Brandy Belle)
Breeders/Owners: R & R Eyers Very good bone and substance. Strong head with slight dip. Well
placed but slightly soft ears. Correct occlusion, 1 instanding canine. Larger than the first place
dog. Good topline stacking or on the move. A bit down in pastern and his enthusiasm in gaiting
made assessment something of a challenge, but overall he moves quite well.
Puppy
3 AELFHERE DANCE WITH THA DEVIL (Gr Ch Bullacktiv Spotted Owl - Avindie Hot Gossip)
Breeders: D & T Mortimer Owner: A Sharpe Classy, handsome pup. Dark well placed eyes and
ears. Good length of muzzle. Under, w one v tight canine. Overall well made, but a bit out of
balance (often seen in youngsters who balance out with some maturity). Good forechest and
reach of neck. Good topline and tailset. While a tad close in rear, he moves well overall.
Intermediate
4 CH BULLACKTIV TWO MOON (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool - Ch Bullactiv Walks In Water)
Breeder: P Zullo Owners: S & C Craven Handsome brindle and white male who doesn't seem
to enjoy showing today. Strong head with correct bite, dark beautiful eyes, and nicely placed ears.
Very good bone and substance. Excellent type. Moves well coming and going.
5 URUBU AREDIAN (Bullypins Kaimos (UK) - Ch Urubu Miss Mardi) Breeder/Owner: D Kidner
Not an easy decision in this class as this is also a well made youngster. A white male with some
rounding over the rear quarters and slight dip behind the withers, which affects giving a balanced
picture and tends to make him appear rather two pieced on the move. Tight tidy feet. Lacks just a
bit in strength of head to his competitor in this class. Correct bite.
Australian Bred
6 CH BULLACKTIV GHOST WARRIOR (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool - Ch Bullactiv Walks In
Water) Breeder/Owner: P Zullo A brindle and white male who has beautiful expression. Beautiful
dark eyes, lovely earset. Correct canines, slightly under. Somewhat bully in front and shows it on
the move, but uses his body well and shows jaunty, purposeful strength in side gait. Very good
bone and substance.
7 URUBU GAIUS (Bullypins Kaimos (UK) - Ch Urubu Miss Mardi) Breeder/Owner: D Kidner
Nicely constructed, young white male with a little black spot at the base of the tail. Attractive

expression and profile. Strength of head is not quite as impressive as his competitor as he falls
away a bit under the eye and the muzzle is not as full as #1 in this class. Good bone. While a tad
down in pastern, he has an otherwise strong front. Promising!
Open
8 GR CH BULLACKTIV SPOTTED OWL (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool - Ch Bullactiv Walks In
Water) Breeder/Owner: P Zullo Very attractive brindle and white. Strong head with well set ears
and handsome expression. Correct bite. Dark, small eyes. Slightly oversize and slightly long in
back. Otherwise, he's gorgeous! A showman with a well arched neck and overall quality make
and shape.
10 CH SCHARDALE STOLEN TREASURE (Schardale Steal The Gold - Ch Schardale
Standalone) Breeder / Owner: M J Schafer Powerful package showing strength throughout. Well
made, cobby. Good forechest, balance and topline. Packed up, dramatic head with nice dark, tiny
eyes. Under. Jaunty movement.
This was a class with extremely high quality of MBT and on another day, any one of these 3
excellent males could have won.
9 CH KAHMINS HARVEST MOON (Ch Stardom Up Boyz - Kerken Strawbery Kisses)
Breeder/Owner: K Hellsten Classy black brindle and white youngster who is well made with good
length of neck leading to short back. Tight feet. Lovely profile with beautiful dark eyes and correct
ear set. Lacks a little of the muzzle fill and head strength overall of his competitors in this class.
He moves well... better going than coming.

Dog Challenge……….4

Reserve Dog Challenge…8

BITCHES
Baby
11 SCHARDALE SPIRIT FROM HEAVEN (Glenric English Dreams - Ch Schardale Standalone)
Breeder / Owner: M J Schafer A really pretty puppy! Energetic and enthused. Brindle and
white. Well made with short topline. Especially pretty and typy in profile. At this stage is lacking a
little in muzzle width. Nicely set ears, lovely dark eyes, and good length of head. Incisor occlusion
is correct. Good bone and substance. A happy girl I would love to see again when she is older!
Minor
12 CHAYLOTTE REDWOOD ORIGINAL (Gr Ch Bullacktiv Spotted Owl - Ch Bullyloaded Black
Magic) Breeder / Owner: L Growden Feminine, near-solid brindle with a bit of white on nose, chin,
chest, and toes. Well made and accordingly she moves well. She has a short back and good
angles. Particularly eye catching in profile - both in terms of overall quality body build and in typy,
well-curved head. She has a youthful slightly narrow muzzle that should improve with maturity.
Dark eyes. Correct bite and strong underjaw. Pretty girl!
13 CHERRYPIEAP GYPSY DIAMONDS (Shrinkabull The Darkside - Pagwin Cherry Pie) Breeder
/ Owner: A Pringle A tri-color who has only small amounts of white in her coat. Very good bone
and substance. Nicely made. Correct bite. Showing a very small flat spot, she is not as dramatic
in head profile of her competitor today. Enjoyed judging these two. Both are athletic, both well
proportioned and both very promising!
Puppy
16 HULIA ZACS GIRL (Pagwin Little Big Man - Hulia Red Cloud) Breeder: V. Frith Owners: R &
R Eyers As this bitch came into the ring, I fell in love with her. In going over her and watching her
move, I was not disappointed. White bitch with red eye marking. Ear set could be tidier and could

have a bit more length, but she has beautiful expression. Feminine, filled head. Extremely well
proportioned, good bone She has a good topline which she holds on the move, but she would
occasionally set up with head held so high and with such regal composure that her topline became
a little dippy behind the withers. She is so "together" that it was hard to remember she was in the
puppy class. Really pretty, filled head with correct bite and she moves beautifully.
15 HULIA GINGER CRUNCH (Pagwin Little Big Man - Hulia Red Cloud) Breeder: V Frith
Owners: V Frith/P Lachmund In writing this, I see I placed two litter-mates in first and second
positions. This sister is a nicely sized, near-solid red with a bit of white on the chest, traces of
white and smut on the muzzle. She has a filled up, "nut" of a head, but is not as strong in profile
as the sister who went to first place. Very nice expression. Eyes are well placed and shaped, but
could be darker. Correct bite. Good bone and substance. While not quite as well balanced as the
first place bitch, she has good angulation front and rear. Moves very well.
14 CHERRYPIEAP LOYIS NATHALLY (Shrinkabull The Darkside - Pagwin Cherry Pie)
Breeder/Owner: A Pringle A tri color with only a small amount of white on the muzzle, chest,
neck and toes. Overall, well made and very attractive, especially in profile. She could use some
additional width in muzzle and skull and that should come with maturity. Correct bite. Moves well.
Her proportion is not quite as good as the above competitors and she has a bit more rounding
over the loin, but she placed 3 in a class of 5 very good quality, young bitches.
Intermediate
19 CH SARILUDA A FLASH OF SUNSHINE (Ch Irazistabull Fatboy Slim - Ch Speiread Sweet
Sunshine) Breeder: Sariluda Kennels Owner: S Moile A well boned, feminine white girl with a
brindle eye patch. Nicely sized. Overall, well made and shapely with short back, good topline and
tail set. Tight cats feet. Nice length of muzzle. Correct bite, lovely dark eyes. Moves a bit close in
front and rear.
Australian Bred
20 GR CH BULLACKTIV APACHE TEARDROP (Sugarbaye So Im Finn McCool - Ch Bullactiv
Walks In Water) Breeder / Owner: P Zullo A nicely sized brindle and white girl who has a classy
head and correct bite. Handsome expression, lovely dark eyes and good earset. Shapely and
well made, but slightly long in back. She moves well.
21 CH KAHMINS ELECTRIC TANGO (Ch Stardom Up Boyz - Kerken Strawbery Kisses) Breeder
/ Owner: K Hellsten A well made brindle and white girl with some extra body mass. Good bone.
Tidy feet. Still she has excellent structure and lovely head especially in profile. My notes are a bit
garbled... I believe occlusion was correct with an instanding canine. While her head, from the front
view, narrows a bit in the muzzle and offers a bit less in expression than the bitch who went to first
place, she is a lovely bitch!
Open
23 URUBU LADY MORGANA (Bullypins Kaimos (UK) - Ch Urubu Miss Mardi) Breeder / Owner:
D Kidner A classy tri color who has moderately small amounts of gold markings Dark eyes, well
set ears. A gentle, feminine profile with good underjaw. Well made, solid topline. Moves well - a
little close in rear.
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